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Normally Walker would spend all day running around by the gates trying to find 

new people with new systems to meet. But today his mother Hilda had promised 

him one of her famous apple turnovers. Walker's mother was lucky enough to get 

the Baking System. To the average person that would sound pretty lame. However 

once someone tasted her food and experienced the special effects they would be 

hooked for life. The pastries she cooked could recover fatigue, mana, and even hp 

depending on ingredients. She once made the mistake of giving his little sister Lisa 

a cookie that increased agility, temporarily causing Lisa to run around the kitchen 

table until she got dizzy. 

Due to these skills she received a decent amount of business from low tier 

adventurers. Some of the longer quests they took required her signature no stale 

bread! 

Walking back home to a small one family house just off the street from the market 

was always a tough time for Walker. It signifies another day without a system. 

Hilda who just like Walker had brown hair but hers was always shoulder length 

ponytail, and clever green eyes; was average height and very slender and fast 

looking. This was because she needed to be smaller and faster when cooking. The 

feeling of warmth from her smile always cheered walker up though; 

Hilda 

The Baker System 

Level 15 

Exp until next level 327,680 

Hp-40 

Def-30 

Mdef-20 

Atk- 20 



Matk-20 

Char-41 

Agi-25 

Mana-20 

"Your cooking shall always imbue special qualities. The better the ingredient the 

better the dish! Food is love." 

... 

"Garet, Walker! Hurry up and get inside. I just finished dinner, I swear if you let it 

get cold there will be no birthday cake for you tomorrow" shouted Hilda with a 

slight smile. 

Their home may not have been large being in the lower class area but it was 

always filled with the lovely scents of cooking. Sitting down to their meal Lisa ran 

to steal the seat next to Walker as always. 

Lisa; Walker's little sister was only 8 years old but had been lucky enough to 

discover her system early in life. She matched Walker with her brown hair and 

green eyes but her hair was kept short just below her ears. She was short and 

slender giving the impression she could jump past you at any minute. Lisa had 

always adored her older brother constantly wanting to be the first person to see 

what his system would be. 

Lisa's system however was one of chance encounters, her favorite dress had ripped 

after getting caught on a corner and as a six year old her only reaction was to cry to 

Walker and their mother to fix it. Luckily Hilda had grown up with their neighbor 

who had unlocked the Tailor system. A quick knock on the door and short 

conversation lead to them sitting and watching the dress be quickly sewn and 

patched. 

Lisa had suddenly asked to try however, this was a normal thing for children since 

everyone wanted to find their system, so there was no problem in allowing her the 

attempt. Miraculously as soon as her finger touched the needle a ding responded 

and Lisa jumped in surprise. 

Lisa 



The Seamstress System 

Level 5 

Exp to next level 320 

Hp-14 

Def-13 

Mdef- 6 

Atk- 12 

Matk-6 

Char- 10 

Agi- 13 

"Measurements shall come to you at a glance. The right material to create elegance 

is second nature. The balance between practicality and beauty is your art." 

... 

That's the short and sweet of how Lisa gained her system at such a young age. 

Since then Walker had been bombarded constantly with "what did you do today 

brother!" "Did you unlock it yet" "what will you try tomorrow?". Endless questions 

that continued even now at the dinner table. 

"Walker, how long is left?" Inquired Hilda. 

" I spent ten whole hours with Father today trying to find something that leaves me 

with three hours left. I even tried sneaking up behind him while he was distracted, 

trying for a rogue or hunter system." Replied walker 

"I know it's tough honey, I've introduced you to everyone I know, the butcher, the 

carpenter, the toy maker, and even a cart driver. With your last few hours try 

whatever you can, don't worry about going to sleep on time" Hilda's voice 

reassured with a slight sense of worry. "But you Lisa I know you've been slacking 

on fixing that hole in your hooded robe and if it isn't fixed before you go to bed 

there will not be any breakfast for you!" The stern motherly gaze pierced Lisa who 



quickly cleaned her plate and rushed to the bedroom to grab her sewing 

needles.magic 

"I'll help clean the table and dishes, maybe I'll unlock a master cleaning system." 

Joked Walker. With that Garet went to clean himself after work and Hilda returned 

to the kitchen to prepare for tomorrow's usual customers. 

No one can say cleaning is the most fun thing ever but if that's how Walker 

unlocked his system maybe it's worth it. Walker constantly thought this way. 

Maybe I'll try this, could be this, how about just one shot at this. He had tried 

easily over a thousand different things in his fifteen years. With two hours left I'll 

try some attack actions. Maybe I can still be an adventurer and travel! Walker 

thought to himself. The comical scene of Walker jumping around the kitchen with 

a butter knife was not an uncommon one for children but still held a sense of stress 

now that less than two hours remained. 

"Ahhhh!" A high pitched scream echoed from Lisa's bedroom followed by fast 

footsteps. 

"Walker! Walker! Walker! I poked myself with my needle, fix it it's huurrttts." 

Begged Lisa with small tears in her eyes. Walker had become used to this the past 

two years as his sister always ran to him when she had slipped while sewing. He 

was always able to bandage her up and quell the small tears that burdened her. 

"You know I saw a healer the other day use a spell called light heal, want me to 

give it a try?" Walker asked knowing the possibility of trying something new 

would distract Lisa from her pin prick pain. 

Knowing he was still level zero and had no system he had no hope it would work. 

The stats of a level zero were sad to say the least and all that he could do was 

watch the timer countdown. 

Walker 

System: none 

Countdown: 01:17:30 remaining 

Level 0 

Exp until next level- 10 



Hp- 5 

Def- 2 

Mdef- 2 

Atk- 1 

Matk- 1 

Char- 2 

Agi- 3 

Mana- 5 

... 

Knowing he would probably just have to go grab a bandage he still placed his 

hands above his sister's small hand and copied the healer he had seen earlier. 

"Light heal!"Walker said firmly. However no green healing light was produced 

instead a resounding ding and a new message appeared. 

'You have met the requirements, The Jack of All Trades System has been activated. 

Congratulations!' 

Before Walker could even recover from the shock he was sent a new message. 

'You have accessed a skill from The Healer System, light heal. Would you like to 

use skill- Light heal?' 

"Yes!" Walker immediately said yes feeling his heart begin to rush. In that 

instance, he felt himself become filled with energy and consequently said "Light 

heal!" Green light glowed from his hands and the system immediately prompted; 

'Light heal used. Target Lisa has been healed 1 hp.' 

Lisa immediately jumped in shock staring at her brother in awe. Her brother had 

just healed her using his mana, something only someone with a system could 

accomplish. 



" Mother, Father come quick come heeerrrreee! Walker is a healer! He's a healer!" 

Cried Lisa causing Garett and Hilda to rush in to the room seeing the fading green 

light from Walker's hands. 

The pure joy on their faces could not be matched with words their son was a 

healer, a rare system that was valued in any tier of the city let alone outside. 

After a moment Garett rushed to his son and grabbed him in a brutal bear hug "My 

son the healer!!!!" He yelled while spinning Walker in excitement. 

"I'm so proud of you," Hilda said with a tear slowly falling down her cheek. Years 

of stress and worry falling from her shoulders now that she knew her son would be 

able to live a full life.magic 

"Wait.. ack...father stop! I can't breathe!!!! Put me down, I'm not a healer, I can't 

read with you squishing me!!!" Walker finally was released. He was breathing a bit 

heavy from being squished, also out of excitement. 

"My system name is Jack of All Trades. I'm not sure what it means but it asked me 

if I wanted to learn and use the light heal skill so I said yes." I need to look in to 

this more, if I can heal why don't I have a healer system? This was the first 

question he asked himself. Walker began thinking and reading as his family 

watched, eventually, his gaze fell on to his new stats since he had finally after 

years been graced with his first level; level 1. 

Walker 

Jack of All Trades system 

Level 1 

Exp until next level- 20 

Hp- 6 

Def-3 

Mdef-3 

Atk-2 

Matk-2 



Char-3 

Agi-4 

Mana-6 

Points available for distribution- 5 

"Jack of all trades, master of none, though oftentimes better than a master of one" 

... 

'User has attempted to learn many skills unlocking the system. As such the user can 

use any skill, weapon, gear, tools, and items as long as they do not require mastery. 

Mastery level skills from other classes can not be learned.' 

'Current skills: 

Light heal-cost 1 mana 

Heals up to 15hp to the target 

.... 

Immediately walker fell into deep thought thinking to himself; what does this 

mean? I can't learn and master level skills but I can learn any other skill and use 

any gear or weapons or tools I want? Does this mean I can go anywhere and do 

anything? Can I be an adventurer and see the world? 

'Passive skill learned from the Philosophers System- Critical thinking 

Skill causes the user's thoughts to flow smoothly and allows reaching solutions 

faster than the average human' 

I just gained a skill from thinking? !!! And from a Philosophers system none the 

less! Wait does this mean I will get to earn exp from everything I do? The surprise 

he faced with these thoughts was plain to see on his face. 

"Mother, father. I've decided, I want to travel the world and be an adventurer! My 

system lets me use any skills, gear, weapons, and even any tools! I can learn to 

take care of myself so I want to register and take the adventurer guild test 

tomorrow on my birthday! I may never get a mastery skill but I don't need them. I 



can earn experience and grow doing anything now, you won't have to worry and I 

can even help out more at home." 

 
 


